the orthomolecular treatment of chronic disease - edited - reviews of the orthomolecular treatment of chronic disease
home high doses of vitamins have been known to cure serious illnesses for nearly 80 years claus jungeblut m d prevented and treated polio in the mid 1930s using a vitamin, vitamin c and cardiovascular disease orthomolecular org - for immediate release orthomolecular medicine news service june 22 2010 vitamin c and cardiovascular disease a personal viewpoint by alan spencer and andrew w saul, orthomolecular org journal of orthomolecular medicine - this publication began as the journal of schizophrenia in 1967 after 1968 the name was changed to schizophrenia and in 1971 the name was again changed to orthomolecular psychiatry to reflect the increased scope of this type of therapy to other mental illnesses, reviews of orthomolecular medicine for everyone - reviews of orthomolecular medicine for everyone home thanks to the information that i read in your book orthomolecular medicine for everyone plus the information i found on your website and some others i was able to do the impossible cure my son of schizoaffective disorder my son is now completely off his medication risperdal and adivan and is back in high school taking advanced, anti aging medicine alternative medicine primary care - welcome the nevada center is a unique state of the art full service medical clinic offering individualized treatment programs for patients of all ages and with all medical conditions the emphasis is on treating the cause of disease not merely the symptoms we also specialize in measuring and treating the aging process with individualized programs targeted to increasing the length and, kryptopyrroluria in overcoming chronic lyme disease july - kryptopyrroluria aka hemopyrrolactamuria 2017 a major piece of the puzzle in overcoming chronic lyme disease by scott forsgren fdn p and dietrich klinghardt md phd townsend letter the examiner of alternative medicine alternative medicine magazine articles are written by researchers health practitioners and patients, welcome to shea medical - welcome to shea medical we offer the best combination of conventional and advanced natural medicine found from all over the world our medical team is dedicated to providing for you the best quality care possible if you have any questions please contact us as we have a trained and dedicated staff available to assist you, psoriasis natural treatment options for a chronic skin - psoriasis is a non contagious chronic skin disease caused when the immune system identifies your own skin cells as pathogens and overstimulating the production of more skin cells, frederich klenner defines an orthomolecular treatment of - frederich klenner defines an orthomolecular treatment of ms that has been effectively employed by dale humphreys and other patients for humphreys report see his article in the december 2005 issue of the townsend letter for doctors patients, the nevada center of alternative anti aging medicine - the nevada center of alternative anti aging medicine offers ozone therapy our practice serves carson city nv and nearby areas, license suspension of charles gant m d quackwatch - license suspension of charles gant m d stephen barrett m d in 2003 the new york state supreme court upheld the license suspension of charles gant m d who practiced orthomolecular medicine in solvay new york the judge s ruling summarized what happened, anap american association of naturopathic physicians - a service for consumers from the american association of naturopathic physicians aap and the institute for natural medicine inn the aap and the inn would like to acknowledge the association of accredited naturopathic medical colleges aanmc for its contributions to the content of this faq the aanmc was established in 2001 to advance the naturopathic medical profession by actively, alternative medicine approaches to disease - the following articles are culled from alternative medicine review the premier alt med journal most of these articles recommend nutritional supplementation as a component of case management please refer to our nutrition section for more information regarding specific nutrients of interest search the alt med section please read our nutrition disclaimer, www health science spirit com - more energy less disease with vitamin c and msm walter last health authorities generally set such low limits for the recommended daily allowance rda of vitamins and minerals that obvious deficiencies in most individuals are avoided but so that these nutrients do not become a threat to the pharmaceutical industry by preventing and curing diseases, iv vitamin c protocols and procedures dr thomas levy - what is a root canal treatment and could this be the cause of chronic disease such a treatment typically just called a root canal refers to a dental procedure commonly performed today on a badly decayed or infected tooth and are an overlooked cause of chronic disease often with the patient presenting with pain, chronic fatigue syndrome remedies 4 steps to overcome - causes of chronic fatigue syndrome we still know very little about chronic fatigue and sadly the cause is still unknown while researchers continue to search for the root cause of cfs there are preliminary findings that hormonal imbalances poor immune system response viral infections chronic low blood pressure and nutritional deficiency are contributing factors, heart disease ascorbate lysine and linus pauling by - heart disease ascorbate lysine and linus pauling by jeffrey dach md the steam
roller is not joking i once had a conversation with a cardiologist friend of mine in which i casually mentioned the linus pauling theory of heart disease and the subsequent idea that a non toxic nutritional supplement program with vitamin c and a few amino acids could prevent and reverse heart disease the, vitamins and complementary and natural schizophrenia - personal therapy and cbt cognitive behavioral therapy personal therapy is a psychosocial intervention designed to help patients with schizophrenia recognize and respond appropriately to arousing stimuli improves function and reduces relapse personal therapy as it is called aims to create a therapeutic umbrella to protect the patients from undue personal stress, one theory to explain them all the vagus nerve infection - it s the vagus nerve infection hypothesis vnih for chronic fatigue syndrome and it could change how this disorder is viewed researched and treated created by michael vanelzakker a tufts neuroscientist the vnih proposes that nerve loving viruses trigger a difficult to detect immune response which produces the fatigue and other symptoms present in chronic fatigue syndrome, an interview with dr raymond peat a renowned nutritional - mary shomon why do women with treated hypothyroidism frequently still have inappropriately high levels of cholesterol and high triglycerides and what can they do to help lower these levels dr ray peat often it s because they were given thyroxine instead of the active thyroid hormone but hypertriglyceridemia can be caused by a variety of things that interact with hypothyroidism, is depression a disease or a symptom of inflammation - the idea that depression and other mental health conditions are caused by an imbalance of chemicals particularly serotonin and norepinephrine in the brain is so deeply ingrained in our collective psyche that it seems almost sacrilegious to question it of course big pharma has played a role in